Abstract. Let kK be the path algebra of the Kronecker quiver and consider the category mod-kK of finite dimensional right modules over kK (called Kronecker modules). We prove that extensions of Kronecker modules are field independent up to Segre classes, so they can be described purely combinatorially. We use in the proof explicit descriptions of particular extensions and a variant of the well known Green formula for Ringel-Hall numbers, valid over arbitrary fields. We end the paper with some results on extensions of preinjective Kronecker modules, involving the dominance ordering from partition combinatorics and its various generalizations.
Introduction
Let K be the Kronecker quiver and k a field. We will consider the path algebra kK of K over k (called Kronecker algebra) and the category mod-kK of finite dimensional right modules over kK (called Kronecker modules). The isomorphism class of the module M will be denoted by [M ] . So the product A * B is the set of isoclasses of all extensions of modules M with [M ] ∈ A by modules N with [N ] ∈ B. This is in fact Reineke's extension monoid product using isomorphism classes of modules instead of modules. It is important to know (see [9] ) that the product above is associative, i.e. for A ⊂ M d , B ⊂ M e , C ⊂ M f , we have (A * B) * C = A * (B * C). We also have {[0]} * A = A * {[0]} = A and the product * is distributive over the union of sets.
Recall that in case when k is finite, the rational Ringel-Hall algebra H(Λ, Q) associated to the algebra kK, is the free Q-module having as basis the isomorphism classes of Kronecker modules together with a multiplication defined by [N 1 In [15] we have proved that extensions of preinjective (preprojective) Kronecker modules are field independent, so the extension monoid product of two preinjectives (preprojectives) can be described combinatorially. In this paper we generalize this result by showing that extensions of arbitrary Kronecker modules are field independent up to Segre classes, so all extension monoid products can be described combinatorially. In order to prove this result we formulate a variant of the well known Green formula for Ringel-Hall numbers, valid over an arbitrary (not only finite) field and we describe explicit formulas for some particular extension monoid products.
The last section surveys some combinatorial properties related with the embedding and extension of preinjective modules. We show that particular orderings known from partition combinatorics and their generalizations (such as dominance, weighted dominance, generalized majorization) play an important role in this context.
Green's formula rewritten
Consider an acyclic quiver Q and the path algebra kQ, where k is an arbitrary field. Denote by mod-kQ the category of finite dimensional right modules over kQ. The aim of this section is to formulate a weaker version of Green's formula valid over an arbitrary field k (not only over finite ones). The proof can be derived from [11] or it follows directly from Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.11 in [5] (using the fact that our algebra is hereditary).
∃E ∈ mod-kQ such that the cross
is exact (i.e. both the row and the column are short exact sequences) iff ∃A, B, C, D ∈ mod-kQ such that the frame
is exact (i.e. the edges of the frame are short exact sequences). Moreover, in this case we also have the following 3 × 3 commutative diagram with rows and columns short exact sequences and with the top left square a pull-back and the bottom right square a push-out.
There is an important corollary of Theorem 2.1:
Facts on Kronecker modules
The indecomposables in mod-kK are divided into three families: the preprojectives, the regulars and the preinjectives (see [1] , [2] , [10] ).
The preprojective (respectively preinjective) indecomposable modules (up to isomorphism) will be denoted by P n (respectively I n ), where n ∈ N. The dimension vector of P n is (n + 1, n) and that of I n is (n, n + 1).
A module is preprojective (preinjective) if it is the direct sum of preprojective (preinjective) indecomposables. For a partition a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) we will use the notation P a := P an ⊕ · · · ⊕ P a1 and I a := I a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ I an .
The indecomposables which are neither preinjective nor preprojective are called regular. A module is regular if it is the direct sum of regular indecomposables. The category of regular modules is an abelian, exact subcategory which decomposes into a direct sum of serial categories with Auslander-Reiten quiver of the form ZA ∞ /1, called homogeneous tube. These tubes are indexed by the closed points x in the scheme
We denote by H k the set of these points. A regular indecomposable of regular length t lying on the tube T x will be denoted by R x (t). Note that its unique regular composition series is R x (1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ R x (t − 1) ⊂ R x (t). Also note that for the regular simple R x (1) its endomorphism ring End(R x (1)) is the residue field at the point x. The degree of this field over k is called the degree of the point x and denoted by deg x. It follows that dimR x (t) = (t deg x, t deg x). In the case when k is algebraically closed, the closed points of the scheme above all have degree 1 and can be identified with the points of the classical projective line over k.
For a partition λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) we define R x (λ) = R x (λ 1 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ R x (λ n ) and denote by P (respectively I, R) a preprojective (respectively preinjective, regular) module. We also define the set
.., x r ∈ H k are pairwise different and
We will describe now (in our special context) the so-called decomposition symbol used by Hubery in [6] . A decomposition symbol α = (µ, σ) consists of a pair of partitions denoted by µ (specifying a module without homogeneous regular summands) and a multiset σ = {(λ 1 , d 1 ), . . . , (λ r , d r )}, where λ i are partitions and
The multiset σ will be called a Segre symbol. Given a decomposition symbol α = (µ, σ) (where
) and a field k, we define the decomposition class S(α, k) to be the set of isomorphism classes of modules of the form
is the kK-module (up to isomorphism uniquely) determined by µ and
, where the union is taken over all Segre symbols
Remark 3.1. For k finite with q elements the number of points x ∈ H k of degree 1 is q + 1. The number of points
where µ is the Möbius function and N (q, l) is the number of monic, irreducible polynomials of degree l over a field with q elements. We can conclude that for a decomposition symbol α the polynomial n α (q) = |S(α, k)| is strictly increasing in q > 1 (see [6] ).
The following well-known lemma summarizes some facts on Kronecker modules:
Lemma 3.2. a) Let P be preprojective, I preinjective and R regular module. Then Hom(R, P ) = Hom(I, P ) = Hom(I, R) = Ext
the tubes are pairwise orthogonal).
c) For n ≤ m, we have dim k Hom(P n , P m ) = m − n + 1 and Ext 1 (P n , P m ) = 0; otherwise Hom(P n , P m ) = 0
h) For P ′ a preprojective module every nonzero morphism f : P n → P ′ is a monomorphism. If R is regular then for every nonzero morphism f : P n → R, f is either a monomorphism or Im f is regular. In particular if R is regular simple and Im f is regular then f is an epimorphism. i) For I ′ a preinjective module every nonzero morphism f : I ′ → I n is an epimorphism. If R is regular then for every nonzero morphism f : R → I n , f is either an epimorphism or Im f is regular. In particular if R is regular simple and Im f is regular then f is a monomorphism.
The defect of M ∈ mod-kK with dimension vector (a, b) is defined in the Kronecker case as ∂M := b − a. Observe that if M is a preprojective (preinjective, respectively regular) indecomposable, then ∂M = −1 (∂M = 1, respectively ∂M = 0). Moreover, for a short exact sequence 0
An immediate consequence of the facts above is the following: 
As stated in the beginning, we focus our attention on extensions of Kronecker modules, or equivalently on the products of the form {[M ]} * {[N ]}. Using the corollary above we can see that this iteratively reduces to the knowledge of the following particular products:
Particular extension monoid products and field independence in the general case
In this section we will work in the category mod-kK with k an arbitrary field. We will analyze the field independence of extensions of arbitrary Kronecker modules. For this purpose we will describe the particular extension monoid products listed at the end of the previous section.
We start with the description of
Proposition 4.1. We have:
Dually we have:
Proof. For k a finite field the formulas follow directly from the corresponding formulas for the Ringel-Hall product (see [13] for details). In [15] it is proven that the possible middle terms in preinjective or preprojective short exact sequences do not depend on the base field, so we are done.
We describe now the product {[R x (λ)]} * {[R x (µ)]}, where λ and µ are partitions. This is a classical result and it was studied in the equivalent context of p-modules by T. Klein in [7] . So we have: Using our knowledge on Littlewood-Richardson coefficients we obtain in particular the following:
Using the field independence of the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients we also obtain: 
Note that in any of the cases above, the component R yi (λ i ) can be obtained in a similar way, where
Remark 4.5. One can observe that the previous corollary is valid also in the case when one of the Segre classes are empty (due to the smallness of the field). See also Remark 3.1.
Next we consider the products
We need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.6. Let P n , P m be preprojective indecomposables with n < m. Then there is a short exact sequence 0 → P n → P m → X → 0 iff X satisfies the following conditions: i) it is a regular module with dimX = dimP m − dimP n , ii) if R x (t) and R x ′ (t ′ ) are two indecomposable components of X then x = x ′ .
Proof. Suppose we have a short exact sequence 0 → P n → P m → X → 0. We will check the conditions i) and ii).
Condition i).
Trivially, dimX = dimP m − dimP n and ∂X = 0. Note that X cannot have preprojective components, since if P ′′ would be such an indecomposable component, then P m ։ P ′′ ≇ P m which is impossible due to Lemma 3.2 h). So X is regular.
Condition ii). Suppose
Conversely suppose now that X is a regular module satisfying conditions i) and ii). It is enough to show that P m projects on X, since for an epimorphism f : P m → X we have that ∂ Ker f = −1, so Ker f ∼ = P n . Notice first that there are no monomorphisms P m → X because dimX = dimP m − dimP n < dimP m . For a nonzero f : P m → X we have the short exact sequence 0 → Ker f → P m → Im f → 0. Since Ker f ⊆ P m we have that Ker f is preprojective (so with negative defect) and is not 0 (because f is not mono) and Im f ⊆ X implies that Im f may contain preprojectives and regulars as direct summands (and it is nonzero since f is nonzero). The equality ∂ Ker f + ∂ Im f = ∂P m = −1 gives us ∂ Im f = 0, so Im f is regular.
For X = R x (t) we have that Hom(P m , X) = 0 (see Lemma 3.2 f)). If there are no epimorphisms in Hom(P m , R x (t)) then using the remarks above and the uniseriality of regulars we would have Hom(P m , R x (t)) ∼ = Hom(P m , R x (t − 1)) a contradiction. So we have an epimorphism P m → X.
Suppose now that X = R x1 (t 1 ) ⊕ ... ⊕ R x l (t l ). From the discussion above we have the epimorphisms
We have that Im f is regular so due to uniseriality Im f = R x1 (t
Proposition 4.7. We have:
| where λ − µ is a horizontal strip of length t, for some t ∈ N}.
where λ − µ is a horizontal strip of length t, for some t ∈ N}.
Proof. We prove the first formula. Suppose we have a short exact sequence
Note that we can't have preinjective components in X (since due to Lemma 3.2 a) they would embed into Ker g ∼ = P n ). Since ∂X = −1, it follows using Lemma 3.2 c) that X is of the form X = P n+t deg x ⊕ R x (µ) where µ is a partition with |µ| ≤ |λ| and t = |λ| − |µ|.
If µ = (0) then by Lemma 4.6 we have an exact sequence 0
If µ = (0) then we apply Corollary 2.2 with choices X = R x (λ), Y = P n , M = P n+t deg x and N = R x (µ). It follows that we have an exact sequence 0 → P n → P n+t deg x ⊕ R x (µ) → R x (λ) → 0 iff ∃A, B, C, D ∈ mod-kK such that the frame below is exact.
By Lemma 3.2 a) B, D are preprojectives or 0. Note that B, D can't be both preprojectives (due to the defect) and also if B = 0 then A = P n+t deg x , a contradiction since R x (λ) would project on a preprojective. This means that we must have D = 0, so B = P n , C = R x (µ) and using Lemma 4.6 it follows that A = R x (t) (where t = |λ − µ|). So we have an exact sequence 0 → P n → P n+t deg x ⊕ R x (µ) → R x (λ) → 0 iff the frame below is exact.
Applying Corollary 4.3 it follows that λ − µ must be a horizontal t-strip.
For λ = (m) we have in particular:
Applying the previous corollary inductively, we obtain the following:
, where the union is taken over all Segre symbols of the form τ = {(
The preinjective version of the formulas above follows dually.
Finally we consider the product
Proposition 4.10. We have
Proof. Suppose first that X ≇ P m ⊕ I n . Then we prove that there is an exact sequence of the form 0 → P m → X → I n → 0 iff X is a regular module having indecomposable components from pairwise different tubes and dimX = dimP m + dimI n . Suppose we have a short exact sequence 0
where P ′ , R and I ′ are preprojective, preinjective and regular modules). Note that p P ′ f : P m → P ′ must be nonzero so it is a monomorphism (see Lemma 3.2 h)) which means that dimP m ≤ dimP ′ . In the same way f q I ′ : I ′ → I n must be nonzero so it is an epimorphism (see Lemma 3.2 i)) which means that dimI n ≤ dimI
implies R = 0 and p P ′ f , f q I ′ are isomorphisms, so X ∼ = P m ⊕ I n a contradiction. This means that X is regular.
Conversely, suppose that X is a regular module having indecomposable components from pairwise different tubes and dimX = dimP m + dimI n . Repeating the proof of Lemma 3.2. in [14] the existence of an exact sequence 0 → P m → X → I n → 0 follows.
Using the previous results on particular extension monoid products (more precisely Corollaries 3.3, 4.4, 4.9 and Proposition 4.10) it follows inductively that the extension monoid product of Kronecker modules is field independent in general up to Segre classes. More precisely we obtain the following theorem: Theorem 4.11. For two decomposition symbols α, β we have that S(α, k) * S(β, k) = S(γ, k), where the union (which is disjoint) is taken over a finite number of specific decomposition symbols γ combinatorially (field independently) determined by the symbols α, β.
Remark 4.12. One can observe that the theorem above is valid also in the case when one of the decomposition classes is empty (due to the smallness of the field). See also Remark 3.1. Also
Combinatorial aspects of extensions of preinjective Kronecker modules
There are some very interesting combinatorial properties related with the embedding and extension of preinjective modules. Particular orderings known from partition combinatorics and their generalizations (such as dominance, weighted dominance, generalized majorization) play an important role in this context. We recall first the definition of these orderings.
The dominance partial ordering is defined as follows (see [8] ):
. . , a 1 + ... + a n−1 ≤ b 1 + ... + b n−1 and a 1 + .... + a n ≤ b 1 + ... + b n .
In case a 1 + .... + a n = b 1 + ... + b n (for example when a, b are partitions of the same number) we will use the notation a b.
The weighted dominance partial ordering is defined as follows (see [15] ):
Following Baragaña, Zaballa, Mondié, Dodig, Stosić one can define the so-called generalized majorization (see [3] , [4] ). This generalization of the dominance ordering of partitions plays an important role in the combinatorial background of matrix pencil completion problems. Consider the partitions a = (a 1 , ..., a n ), b = (b 1 , ..., b m ), c = (c 1 , ..., c m+n ). Then we say that the pair (b, a) is a generalized majorization of c (and denote it by c ≺ (b, a)) iff
where h q := min{i|b i−q+1 < c i }, q = 1, n. we have that q ≤ h q ≤ q + m and h 1 < h 2 < · · · < h n . The term generalized majorization is motivated by the fact, that for m = 0 the generalized majorization reduces to the dominance ordering c a.
Consider the partitions a = (a 1 , ..., a n ), b = (b 1 , ..., b m ) and c = (c 1 , ..., c m+n ). Using the definition of the generalized majorization we define inductively
n then observe that x depends only on b, c and not on a.
The following proposition gives an another connection between the notion of generalized majorization and the dominance ordering. 
Proof. If c ≺ (b, a) then it follows from the definition that x a. Since
a i , which means that x a. The converse statement is trivial.
It follows from the proof above that for n = 1 the condition c ≺ (b, a) is equivalent to
where h 1 := min{i|b i < c i }.
In this case we speak about an elementary generalized majorization and denote it by c ≺ 1 (b, a) .
A result by Dodig and Stosić in [3] shows that one can decompose the generalized majorization into a "composition" of elementary generalized majorizations. More precisely we have:
We mention next two existing results on extensions of preinjectives which involve the combinatorial notions above.
Proposition 5.4. (Szántó [12] ) Suppose a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) is a partition. Then The following result connects the notion of generalized majorization to extensions of preinjectives. Remark 5.7. The result above is also proved in [16] by Szöllősi. We obtain in this way an independent proof also for Proposition 5.3 by Dodig and Stosić.
Using all the results above we finally give a new characterization of the embedding of preinjective Kronecker modules.
Consider 
